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Abstract 
In a regression setting as given in Chan (1982), the greatest lower bounds 
for the determinant and the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the 
simple least squares estimator are given under the experimental region of full 
rank design matrices whose columns have Euclidean norms not exceeding given 
positive constants. Efficient algorithms for constructing D- and E'-optimal design 
matrices and computing CL vector are also provided. 
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Introduction and Review 
1.1 Introduction 
Regression analysis is a statistical technique for investigating and modelling the 
relationship between variables. Applications of regression are numerous and occur 
in almost every field, including engineering, economics, management, life and : 
biological sciences, the physical sciences, and the social sciences. Its broad appeal ‘ 
results from the conceptually simple process of using an equation to express the i 
relationship between a set of variables. Regression analysis is also interesting 
because of the elegant underlying mathematics. 
Consider the linear regression model 
y = x p ^ e , (1.1) 
1 
where y is an m x 1 vector of observations, X is an m x n matrix of exploratory 
or independent variables, often called the design matrix, f3 is an n x 1 vector of 
unknown parameters, and e is an m x 1 vector of random variables with mean the 
m X 1 zero vector and covariance matrix A. The matrix A is a known positive-
definite n X n matrix. We assume that m > n and denote the eigenvalues of A in 
ascending order of magnitude by 
0 < "1 < V2 < • •. < "n < •.. < "m. (1.2) 
For a given design matrix X of rank n, an unbiased estimate of the parameter 
P based on the observation y is the simple least squares estimator 
P = {X'X)-'x'y, 
whose covariance matrix is given by 
Var(/?) = {X'X)-^X'AX{X'X)-\ (1.3) 
丨 
One of the design problems is to choose X from a given experimental region ‘ 
such that the matrix Var(/3) is optimal in a certain sense so that criteria are needed i 
to determine the optimality of Var(y5). These criteria usually are to minimize 
functions of the eigenvalues of Var(/5). For example, the ^d-optimal criterion is to 
A 
choose a design matrix X such that the trace of Var(/?) is minimal, the D-optimal 
criterion is to choose a design matrix X such that the determinant of Var(y5) is 
minimal and the £^-optimal criterion is to choose a design matrix X such that 
A the largest eigenvalue of Var(^) is minimal. 
2 
As a matter of fact, we need to impose restrictions on the experimental region. 
If we are allowed to choose the design matrix X in an unlimited range, the entries, 
A 
and hence the eigenvalues, ofVar(") can be made arbitrarily small, since by choos-
ing X as aX, {X'X)-^X'KX{X'X)-^ changes to a-^{X'X)-^X'hX{X'X)-^ 
which tends to the zero matrix as a ~> oo. Moreover, it is also reasonable to 
limit the range of X to a small region in which we are interested and within 
which we want to explore the response function in (1.1). We may make a restric-
tion of the form 
^•^ < c?, i = l, 2, . . ” n, (1.4) 
where Xi is the ith column of X and the c'-s are given positive numbers. 
The experimental region considered in this thesis is the set H of all m x n 
real matrix of rank n whose zth column has a Euclidean norm not exceeding 
Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, as in (1.4). Without loss of generality, we may assume I 
I i 
ci < C2 < .. • < Cn. For the A-optimal design problem under the experimental | 
region H, concise results are given by Chan and Li (1989). We will be mainly 
concerned with the D- and E-optimal design problems in this thesis. However, a 
brief review of the A-optimal design results will be given in Section 1.3. 
3 
1.2 Preliminaries 
In this section, some basic and useful definitions and theorems on matrix 
theory will be considered. Throughout this thesis, all the matrices we discussed 
are assumed to be real and all non-negative and positive definite matrices are 
necessarily symmetric. For an n x n square matrix A, we denote the eigenvalues 
of A by Ai(A), X2{A), . . . , A^(A), with A：(^ ) < X2{A) < • • • < Xn{A), the trace 
of A by tr(A) and the determinant of A by det(v4). 
Definition 1.2.1 For given n x 1 vectors x = (xi, X2, ..., Xn) with Xi < x2 < 
...< Xn and y 二 (y：, y2, •. •，Vn) with yi < y2 < ... < yn, x is said to majorize 
y, written as x y y, or y ~< x, if 
k k 




J2^i = Y^Uir 
i=l i—\ 
! 
For further information on the theory of majorization, see, for example, Mar-
shall and Olkin (1979). 
Theorem 1.2.1 For an n x n symmetric matrix A with diagonal elements ai < 
d2 < •. • < OLn and eigenvalues Ai g A2 < . • • < A^； it always holds that 
(ai , a2, .••，o,n) ^ (Ai,入2’ ...，An). 
4 
! 
Proof. See Marshall and Olkin (1979, p.218). 
Theorem 1.2.2 If ai < a^ < ... < a^ and Ai g 入2 < .. • < A^, are 2n numbers 
satisfying 
(ai， a,2, . . . , ftn) ^ (Ai, A2, ..•， A^), 
then there exists a real symmetric matrix A with diagonal elements ai, a2, ..., a^ 
and eigenvalues Ai, A2, ..., X^. 
Proof. This is a result due to Horn (1954). See Marshall and Olkin (1979, p.220). 
Theorem 1.2.3 ( Singular value decomposition ) Let A be an m x n matrix of 
rank r. Then A can he expressed as 
A = UNV\ 
where A is an r x r diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements, which are 
called the singular values ofA, U is an m x r matrix such that U'U = Ir and V I 
is an n x r matrix such that V'V = 1” where /�is the r x r identity matrix . ’ 
Proof. See Rao (1973, p.42). 
Theorem 1.2.4 IfA = {a.ij) is an n x n non-negative definite matrix，then 
n 
det(A) < n o'ii. 
i=i 
Furthermore, when A is positive definite, then equality holds if and only if A is 
diagonal. 
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Proof. See Horn and Johnson (1985, p.477). 
Theorem 1.2.5 Let A and B be n x n matrices. If there exists an invertible 
matrix P such that 
B 二 P—iAP, 
then A and B have the same set of eigenvalues, i.e., Xi{A) = \{B) for i = 
1，2!, • • • , 77/ • 
Proof. See Horn and Johnson (1985，p.45). 
Theorem 1.2.6 ( Poincare separation theorem, ) Let A be an n x n non-negative 
definite m,atrix and U he an n x k (n > k) matrix with orthonorrn,al columns, i.e., 
U'U = h . Then 
Xi{A) < Xi{U'AU) < Xn-k+i{A), i = 1, 2, •.., k. ! 
Proof. See Horn and Johnson (1985, p.l90). i 
！ 
Corollary 1.2.1 Let A be an n x n non-negative definite matrix and U be an ‘ 
n X k (n > k) matrix with orthonormal columns. Then � 
fc k 
n 入：⑷ < det([/ '^[/) < n K-kA^). 
i—l i=l 
Proof. Since det{U'AU) = fl Xi{U'AU), we have 
i=l 
A: k 
n 入：⑷ < det{U'AU) < n An-.+.(^) 
'i=l 'i=l 
by Theorem 1.2.6, completing the proof. 
6 
Theorem 1.2.7 Let A be an n x n symmetric matrix, a be a real number, b be 
an n x 1 real vector and B be an (n + 1) x (n + 1) symmetric matrix defined as 
/ \ 
A b 
B = . 
V^' V 
Let Ai < 入2 < . • • < Xn and /ii < |j,2 < ... < //n+i be the eigenvalues of A and 
B, respectively. Then 
Ml < Ai < t^2 < A2 < • • • < Mn < K < "n+ l . 
I 
Proof. See Horn and Johnson (1985, p.l90). 
i f 
Theorem 1.2.8 Let A and B be n x n non-negative definite matrices. Then | 
i, 
Xi{A)Xi{B) < X,{AB) < X,{A)Xr,{B), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
Proof. See Wang and Zhang (1992, p.ll4). 
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1.3 A brief review of A-optimal designs 
In Chan (1982), the A-optimal regression design problem considered in §1.1 was 
introduced. For the linear regression model in (1.1) with a given m x n design 
matrix X of rank n, the simple least squares estimator of /3 has as in (1.3) a 
covariance matrix given by 
Var(/3) = {X'X)-^X'KX{X'X)-\ 
The A-optimal design problem is to choose X from the set H of all m x n real � I 
matrices of rank n whose ith column has a Euclidean norm not exceeding c“ i = 丨: 
I 
八 
1, 2, . . . , n, such that the trace of the matrix Var(；^ ) is minimal. | 
Chan (1982) showed that for any matrix X in H, the trace of Var(/5) has a 
lower bound of 丨 
/ n \ -1 / n \ 2 I 
E c ? E A ^ . I 
Vi=l / \i=l / \ 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an X in H to attain the j 
lower bound was also derived: I 
\ 
Theorem 1.3.1 Suppose that the positive numbers Q, i — 1, 2, ..., n, are 
arranged in ascending order of magnitude and that the smallest eigenvalue Vi of 
the covariance matrix A is positive. Then there is an X in H such that 
tr{{X'X)-'x'KX{X'X)-^) = (±cA~' (±\^']' 




• J i 
if and only if 
(t cl) —1 E c? > (t \叫-1 E Aj", k = 1, 2, •.., n - 1. (1.5) 
\i=l / i=l \ ? ; = 1 ) i=l 
The proof of this theorem can be found in Chan (1982) and will not be given 
here. 
/N 
Although we have a lower bound for the trace of Var(y )^ and a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the attainment of this lower bound, a question arises as to 
whether there is a sharper lower bound if the necessary and sufficient condition in ‘ 
(1.5) is not satisfied. In Chan (1987), the following theorem provides the solution 
to this question. 
Theorem 1.3.2 Suppose that the positive numbers Q, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are 
n I 
arranged in ascending order of magnitude. Then Y1 c~ Xi is the greatest lower ' 
i=i ‘ I 
hound for the trace 丨 
t r [ { X ' x y ' x ' A X { X ' X ) - ' ) 1 
for any X in H, if and only if , 
cr'Aj/' > c,^Ajfi, i = 1, 2, ..., n — 1. (1.6) 
It is easily seen that 
n / n \ —1 / n \ 2 
E ^ r ^ A . > E ^ n E A J " 
v;=l Vi=l / \i^l / 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The proof of the above theorem was given in 
Chan (1987) but a more direct proof for the special case n = 2 can be found in 
9 
Chan (1981). In fact, for the special case n = 2, the condition in (1.6) is simply 
the negation of the condition in (1.5). However, for the general case of n > 2， 
we may face the difficulties in dealing with the conditions in (1.5) and (1.6) since 
the condition in (1.5) is quite complicated and the negation of the condition in 
(1.5) is not necessarily the condition in (1.6). 
As a matter of course, one may ask whether there is a sharper lower bound 
for the trace of Var(/5) if neither the condition in (1.5) nor the condition in (1.6) 
� 
is satisfied. Moreover, if such a lower bound exists, can we find a matrix X in H 
such that the lower bound is attained. In Chan and Li (1989), this problem was i i 
solved by means of majorization. Before we state the more general theorem on 
I 
the greatest lower bound of the trace of Var(y5), we introduce another theorem | 
first. j 
Denote 




D+ = {{di, d2, ..., dn) ： 0 < di < d2 < .. • < dr,}. 
Theorem 1.3.3 Given (a：, a2, . . . , a^), (61, 62，.••, K) G D+, there exists 
n 
a unique vector (ti, t2, ...， t^) G D such that the minimum of Y1 d~^a^ with 
i=l 
respect to {(o^i, d2, ...， d^) G D : (di, d2, ...， dn) y (61, 62, ...， b^)} is 
attained at [di, d2, ..., dn) = (ti, t2, ...’ tn). Such a (ti, t2, .•， 1^) will 
10 
be called the CL vector of (ai, a2, ..., a^) and (61, 62, ..., bn). A vector 
(ti, t2, ...， tn) is the CL vector of (ai, a2, ..., a^) and (61, 62, ..., bn) if and 
only if (ti, t2, ..., tn) satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) (ti, t2, . •., tn) e D+ and (h, ^, ..., ^n) >- (¾, ^, ...， K)； 
(b) ti/a,i < ti^i/ai^i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n - 1; 
k k 
(c) if tk/ak < tk+i/o,k+i, then E U = E k. 
i=l i=l 
From the theorem, it is easy for us to derive the following: � 
^ n I 
Theorem 1.3.4 mmx&H ^ r( Var{f3)) = ^ t�A?:，where (ti, t2, ...，t^) is the CL | 
i=l I 
vector of {X\^^, A^2,…，入工/2) and(4, 4^ … ， c l ) . ； 
I 
！ 
The proofs of the above two theorems will not be given here but they can be 
found in Chan and Li (1989). From Theorem 1.3.4, we know that once the CL } 
vector of (A|,2,入^", ., ^y2) ^ d (cf, c|, . . . , c^) was found, we can compute 丨 
the greatest lower bound of tr(Var(y5)) immediately. Thus a systematic method to 1 
compute the CL vector of two given vectors seems to be needed. In Li and Chan ! 
^ 
(1989), an algorithm for computing CL vectors was given. By this algorithm, we 
can readily compute the CL vector of (A;Z2,对\ . •., A^^) and (cf, c^，...，c^). 
For the linear regression setting in (1.1), the A-optimal design problem to 
/S 
minimize the trace of Var(y5) with respect to X in H is therefore completely 
solved. However, it remains a question whether the same design problem can 
11 
j 
be solved if different optimal criteria are used. In the next two chapters, the 
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2.1 A D-optimal design problem l| 
ki 
！ 
For the linear regression model in (1.1) with a given m x n design matrix X ^ 
I 
of rank n, the simple least squares estimator of j3 has as in (1.3) a covariance | 
matrix given by \ 
Var(/5) = {X'X)-'X'AX{X'X)-\ 1 
I 
A i^-optimal design problem is to choose X in H such that the determinant 
A 
of the matrix Var(^) is minimal. Recall that H is the set of all m x n matrices of 
rank n whose iih. column has a Euclidean norm not exceeding c,；, i = 1，2, . . . , n. 
13 
2.2 A theorem for D-optimal designs 
In this section, a theorem which provides the solution to the i^-optimal design 
problem is given and proved. 
Theorem 2.2.1 minxeH det( Var0)) = T r . 1 . 
^1¾ • • • Cn 
Proof. We prove Theorem 2.2.1 in two steps. 
As A 
Step 1. Prove that minxeH det(Var(/?)) = minxGi^ o det(Var(/?)), where Ho is 
the set of all m x n real matrices of rank n whose ith column has a Euclidean 
norm equal to c“ i = 1, 2, • • -, n. 
Step 2. Prove that minxei/o det(Var(^)) = T [ . . 1 . 
^1¾ ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ n I 
To prove Step 1, let X be a given matrix in H. Define an n x n diagonal 
i 
1 /2 
matrix F whose zth diagonal element, say fu, is (^c^/(X'^Xi)^ where Xi is i 
the zth column of X. Clearly fu > 1 for all i and hence det(F) > 1. Denote 丨 
I h 
Xo = XF. Note that X � G Ho. Also, j 
det ( (XXo) -^X;AXo(X;Xo) - i ) j 
= d e t [F -\X 'X ) -^X 'AX{X 'X ) -^F-^ ) 
= (det (F ) ) -^det [{X'X)-^X'AX{X'X)-^) 
< det i^{X'X)-^X'AX{X'X)-^), 
completing Step 1. 
14 
For Step 2, let X be a given matrix in Ho. By the singular value decompositon 
(Theorem 1.2.3 ), X can be expressed as 
X = PDQ' 
where 
P is an m x n matrix with orthonormal columns, 
D is an n x n diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements, and 
i( 
Q is an n x n orthogonal matrix. ； 
! 
^^  八 ^ 
Therefore the problem of choosing a matrix X in H^ to minimize det(Var(/5)) \ 
I n' I is equivalent to the problem of choosing matrices P, D and Q, as defined before, � 
, A I 
with PDQ' G Ho to minimize det(Var(y^5)). | 
For X = PDQ' G Ho, we have | 
I 
det ( ( X ' X ) - i X ' A X ( X ' X ) - i ) I 
二 det{X'AX) 1 
- [det{X'X)y I 
二 det(Qi:>P'APi;Q') I 
二 ^ “ (de t (X 'X ) ) ' J 
=det{DP'APD) 
- ( d e t ( X ' X ) ) ' 
二 det(P'AP)det(L>2) 
- “ “ ( d e t ( X ' X ) ) ' “ “ 
二 det(P'AP) 
二 det{X'X)， 
since det(L>2) = det{QD^Q') = det{X'X). 
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By Corollary 1.2.1，we have 
n 
det(P'AP) > n A,;(A) = "ii/2 • •. "n, (2.1) 
i=l 
and by Theorem 1.2.4, we have 
det(X'X) < (X;X1)(X;X2) . . . ( X X ) = c?c2 . . . cl. (2.2) 
Hence we have 
det UX 'X) - 'X 'KX{X 'X) - ' ) > T r " ^： - (2.3) 
\ 7 c{ci • • • ci 
• \ 
‘ I'l, 
Note that the inequality in (2.1) becomes an equality if P has its n columns | 
I ij 
equal to the orthonormal eigenvectors of the matrix A corresponding to the eigen- : 
1^  4 
values "1, "2, • •., "n, i.e., P = {Pi /¾ •. • Pn) is an m x n matrix such that J 
n 
P'P = In and APi = UiPi, i = 1, 2，•.., n. Thus 1 
( \ I 
Pl'APl … P [ ^ P n j 
P'KP = ： ... ： I 
,P'n^ Pl …P>Pn) \ 
( \ I 
l^lP[Pl . . . l^nP'lPn i 
*tt • . • 
“--_ • • • 
• • . 
^P'nPl . . . ^P'nPn, 
=diag(jyi, 1^2, .••，J^ n), 
which is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements "1, "2, . •., "n, and 
det(P'AP) = "1"2 • •. "n. (2.4) 
16 
It should be noted that if we permute the columns of P, the equality in (2.4) 
still holds. 
For the inequality in (2.2), we know that the equality holds if X'X = 
diag(cj, c ,^ ..., c^). Hence if we take X = PC where P is an m x n ma-
trix with n orthonormal columns which are the eigenvectors of A corresponding 
to "1, "2,.. •, "n and C = diag{ci^ c2, . . . , c^), we have X G Ho and 
det [ { X ' X ) - ' X ' A X { X ' X ) - ' ) = det((C2)-iCT'APC^(C2)-i) . 
I 
1 / , f 
= d e t ( C " ^ P APC—i) f 
, •'丨 
_ det(PAP) \ 
二 det(C2) ； 
一 "l"2 . • • "n I' 
44.. • ci. i 
‘ 
Consequently we have proved that "作 ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ ^ is the greatest lower bound of 丨  
^1¾ • •. Cn I 
det [ [ X ' X ) - ^ X ' K X { X ' x y ^ ) , for all X E Ho, or equivalently, f 
\ 
H 
^ ^ � d e t ( V a r _ = | | ^ ， } 
I 




3.1 An E-optimal design problem 
For the linear regression model in (1.1) with a given m x n design matrix X 
of rank n, the simple least squares estimator of |3 has as in (1.3) a covariance 
matrix given by 
Var(/5) - {X'X)-^X'KX{X'X)-\ 
An E-optimal design problem is to choose X in H such that the largest 
A /S 
eigenvalue An(Var(/5)) of the matrix Var(/?) is minimal. Recall that H is the set 
of all m X n matrices of rank n whose ith column has a Euclidean norm not 
exceeding c,“ i = 1, 2， . . . , n. 
18 
3.2 A theorem for E-optimal designs 
In this section, a theorem which provides the solution to the £^-optimal design 
problem is given and proved. 
Theorem3.2.1 mmxeHK{Var{P))=m^{^, ^ ¾ , . . . , ^ l ^ ' " t ^ J l ] -
L Ci Ci 十 C2 Ci 十• •.十 C^  J 
Proof. We prove Theorem 3.2.1 in four steps. 
/S A 
Step 1. Prove that mmx&H An(Var(;5)) = minxeifo ^n(Var(/?)), where Ho is 
the set of all m x n real matrices of rank n whose zth column has a Euclidean 
norm equal to c“ i — 1, 2, • • •, n. 
Step 2. Prove that for any X in Ho, A^(Var(/5)) > max|^,奢，• • •， ^ j , 
where 0 < d^ < ‘ • • < d^ are the eigenvalues of X'X. 
Step 3. Prove that for any X in Ho, 
\ A , Z / ^ � � � /^i 1^ +^2 1^1 + • • • + z^n 1 A d V a r _ > m a x b , -^；^^^,…’ ; j ^ ~ ~ ^ > . 
(Cl Ci 十 Q Ci H h C„ J 
step l Prove that minx^�A,(Var(/3)) = m a x f ^ , ^ ^ , .. •，“广…丄巧}, 
^ ^ 1 ^1 十� 2 Ci H h c^ j 
i.e., there exists a particular X in H^ such that ‘ 
A n ( V a r _ = m a x ^ , J ^ , . . . , 口 ： ‘ ‘ • : ， } . 
1 Cl Ci 十 C2 C^ H h c„ J 
To show Step 1, let X be a given m x n matrix in H. Define a diagonal 
matrix F whose zth diagonal element, say fu, is (c f / (X;Xi) )"2 where Xi is the 
ith column of X. Clearly fa > 1 for all i and hence Xi(F]) = l/Ai(F) < 1. 
19 
Denote Xo = XF. Note that Xo G Ho. Also, 
An ( ( X ; X � ) - i X ; A X � ( X ; A ) - i ) 
二 Xn [F-^X'X)-^X'AX{X'X)-^F-') 
=Xn [{X'X)-^X'AX{X'X)-^F-^) ( by Theorem 1.2.5 ) 
< A^ [{x'x)-^x'kx{x'xy^) A^(F-2) ( by Theorem 1.2.8 ) 
= A . {{X'X)-'X'KX{X'X)-') {Xn{F-')f 
< Xn {{X'X)-'X'AX{X'X)-'), 
completing Step 1. 
For Step 2, let X be a given m x n matrix in Ho. By the singular value 
decompositon ( Theorem 1.2.3 ), X can be expressed as 
X = PDQ' 
where 
P is an m x n matrix with orthonormal columns, 
D is an n x n diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements, and 
Q is an n x n orthogonal matrix. 




= X n [ Q D - i p ' M W - i Q ' ) 
20 
=K, [D-ip'M^D-i) . ( by Theorem 1.2.5 ) 
To complete the proof of Step 2, we require the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.1 For the matrices P, D and A defined as before, we have 
An(ZrVAPZri)2ma^{| | . . . , | } 
where A^ (D_1P'A^PD_1) is the largest eigenvalue ofthe nxn matrix D~^P'APD~^. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by mathematical induction. Denote P = (/¾ /¾ . •. 
Pn) and D = diag[di^ d2, ..., dn). 
For n = 1, the matrix D~^P'APD~^ is just a scalar which equals (P[APi)/dl 
where Pi is an m x 1 unit column vector. By Theorem 1.2.6, we have P{APi > Vi 
and hence Aip—ip'APL>—” = D-^P'kPD-^ > Vild\. So the proposition is 
true for n 二 1. 
Assume it is true for n = k, i.e., for the k x k matrix D~^F'APD~^, 
A,(D-p'API)-O.max{| - . . . , ¾ . 
For n = k + 1, by Theorem 1.2.7, we have that the largest eigenvalue of the 
{k + 1) X {k + 1) matrix D-Wl^PD-i 
h.+AD-ip'JVPD-i) > X, [(D-ip'M^D-i)k), 
where {D-^P'APD-^)k is the k x k principal submatrix of D-^P'APD-^ . By 
the induction assumption, 
A _ - i p ' A P Z r i ) ^ m a ^ { | | . . . ’ | } ， 
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and hence 
A ^ ( i T i p ' A i ^ - i ) 2 m a x { | , | , . . . , | } . 
In addition, we have 
Awip—ip'APZri) 
=Xk^i{P'KPD-^) ( by Theorem 1.2.5 ) 
> Afc+i(P'AP)Ai(D"2) ( hy Theorem 1.2.8 ) 
= X M { P ' A P ) d ^ l ^ 
> ^r|^. ( hy Theorem, 1.2.6 ) %+i 
Therefore 
A ^ ( D - i p ' A P i T i ) 2 m a x { j , J , …，萨、 > , 
\ 1 2 A^+1 ) 
i.e., the proposition is true for n = k + 1, completing the proof by induction. 
By Lemma 1.2.1, we have 
A„, [ { X ' X ) - ' x ' A X { X ' x y ^ ) = K ( D - i p ' J i P D - i ) 
� j^l ^2 l^n\ 
-maxj^，遏，…，^j' 
completing Step 2. 
To show Step 3, we require the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.2 Let 0 < ai < a2 < . •. < Q,n and 0 < 61 < b2 < • •. < h^ be 2n 
positive numbers. Then 
(fh 0,2 o,n ] (ai ai + d2 ai H h a^ 1 
max < —, —, . . . , — > > max < —, , K 
Ui' 62' , bJ- l6i' 61 + 62 ‘ , 6i + • • • + br, J • 
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Proof. We prove the lemma by mathematical induction. 
For n = 1, the proposition is obviously true. 
For n = 2, we consider the following two cases: 
Case 1 . 舒 > g . ( i.e., _ - oah > 0 . ) 
We have 
竺一仅1 + ",2 = ai&2 - 0'2h〉0 
^ 一 bi + b2 — 61(61 + 6 2 ) - , 
and hence 
r «1 G'2 I \ r ai ai + tt2 I 
- x k , U - " ' n v ^ } -
Case 2 . 势 < 焚.(i.e., a2h — a ^ > 0 . ) 
We have 
0-2 o,i + tt2 a,2b1 - ai&2 ^ 
—— — � u 
h bi + b2 h2{h1 + h2) , 
and hence 
f G'i 0,2 \ f ai ai + d2 \ 
— • U - " ^ n v ^ } -
Thus the proposition is true for n = 2. 
Assume it is true for n = k (k > 2), i.e., 
f «1 «2 0'k \ \ r CLi ai + tt2 ai H h a^� 
max < —, —, . . . ， — > > max < —, —, . . . ’ } . 
1 h h bk J 一 1 bi 61 + 62 61 + . . . + bk J 
For n = k + 1, we have 
• � 
0'i 0,2 dk flfc+i max<^—, —, . . . ， ~ ^ , - ~ ~ \ �Ol 02 Ok Ok+l ^ 
(o,i 0,1 + a,2 0,1 H hafc ak+i \ , , ^ , . , . 
- 叫 ^ ? 67^' •••' 6i + ... + 6,' ^ / ( by the znducUon assumpUon ) 
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‘0'1 0,1 + tt2 ai H h a'k—i (ai H h a'k cik+i 1 1 
= m a x < —, — , … , ，max < —, > > 
1 bi h + h h + .. • + h - i 1 h + • • • + bk bk+i J J 
f ai ai + a,2 ai H h a^ a,i H h (^+i 1 
> max < —, — , … , —, ： > 
— 1 bi bi + 62 bi + ... + bk 61 + • • • + bk+i J 
since the proposition is true for n = 2. Thus the proposition is true for n = A: + 1. 
By mathematical induction, we have 
f 0'1 0,2 o,n 1 ^ r ai ai + tt2 ai H h a^ ] 
max<^—, —, . . . , — \ > max<^  —, , . . . , — r T ( ^ 
1 bi 62 K J 1 hi hi + 62 h H h K J 
for any positive integer n. 
As (cf, c\, . . .，cl) ^ {dl, d\, . . . , dl), we have 
fc k 








� / "1 2^ "n 1 
- m a x ^ ^ ’ 遏’…-，^j 
f Vi Pi + V2 Vl + . . . + Vn 1 ( . j � ^ � s 
-maxj^，^^, ..., ^ + ... + ^ 1 ( hy Lemmu 3.2.2 ) 
J ^ "1 + "2 "1 H h Vn \ 
-max^^ ^ T ^ ' … � c ? + . - . + c 2 / ' 
completing Step 3. 
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Now we have 
A„. [{X'X)-^X'KX{X'X)-^) 
Vi "2 "n 1 /q 
- ^ " " R ' 是 … . ， ^ J (丄1) 
f ^ "l + "2 "1 + . . . + "n 1 /o 9\ 
- m a x ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ ' ….， c 2 + ..- + c 2 / ' (丄」） 
from Step 2 and 3. 
To prove Step 4, it suffices to choose a particular matrix X G H^ such that the 
two inequalities in (3.1) and (3.2) become equalities. Or equivalently, to choose 
particular matrices P, D and Q as defined in the proof of Step 2 with PDQ' G H� 
such that both equalities in (3.1) and (3.2) hold. 
It is easy to see that the inequality in (3.1) becomes an equality if P has 
its n columns equal to the orthonormal eigenvectors of A corresponding to the 
eigenvalues "i, "2, ...，"n, i.e., P = {Pi P2 -. • Pn) is an m x n matrix such 
that P'P = In and kPi — v,,,Pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
For the inequality in (3.2), we need to choose a particular vector (df, d2, . . . , 0¾ 
i 
with (dj, dl, ...，dl) e D+, and (dj, d^,...，�)y (c^, c|, . . . ’ c^) such that ‘ 
the equality holds. Take 
(^ l5 <^ 2' • • . , ^n) 
= / z ^ l ( c j + - - + 4 ) " 2½ + - + < ) " “ � ? + . . . + � ) 
V "1 + . . . + ^ii , "1 + ^ ^ii ’ . . .， "1 + ——h "ii , 
^n+l(4+l + --- + 4 ) ^n+2(4+l + --- + 4 ) ^^(4+l + --- + 4 ) 
^ii+l H ^ ^2 , ^1+1 ^ H ^2 , • . . ^ii+l H h Ui^ 
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,• . •, (3.3) 
-^^ fc + l ( < + l + • • . + 4 ) " 糾 ( 4 + 1 + . • . + 4 ) ^n(4 + l + - - - + c D \ 
"7:fc+l + h "n , " ^ 1 H h "n , . . . , T^ik+l H + "n )‘ 
where 0 < ii < %2 < • • • < 4 < n are chosen such that 
"1 + h "ii — J ^ "1 + "2 "1 + ——h "n 1 
cf + --- + c^  = max^^ ^ f T ^ ' … , c f + --- + cU' 
^n+l + . . • + 认’丨,2 — f ^ n+l ^i+l + ^i+2 ^ii+l + . • • + "n 
< + l + • • • + 4 — ^ ^ ^ 1 < + l ‘ c l ^ l + 4 + 2 ‘ … ， c 2 + l + • • • + cl j ‘ 
^ i k + l + • • • + ^ n = • : [ " “ + 1 "7:fc+l + " 'Zfc+2 ^Zfc + l + • . . + " n 1 
4+1 + . . . + 4 — 1 � + 1 , 4+1 + <+2 , . • . , 4+1 + . • . + 4 J , 
and if there are several choices for ij, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, we take ij to be the 
largest one. 
Now we show tHat the chosen vector (df, (/•，..., d^) satisfies the following 
three conditions: 
( 1 ) {dl dl ..., dl)eD+-
( 2 ) { d l d l . . . ， d l ) y (c?, ci, . . . , 4)； 
� m a x { | , | , … ， ^ - m a x { | , 粮 ， … ， ^ ± ^ } . 
For convenience, set io — 0 and 4+i = n. 
Proof of (1). It suffices to show that di. < di.^i^ for j = 1，2, • • •, k, since 
dii+i < dii+2 < . •. < dii+i, for 1 = 0 , 1 , ...，k. 
Since 
^ij+l H 1- ^ij+i _ I ^ij + l ^ij + l + ^ij+2 l^ij + 1 H h "n� 
4+1 + •. • + 4+1 — max\‘, 4+1 + 4^ 2 ‘ •••' 4+1 + • • • + cl J 
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� P i j + 1 H h l%+2 
4 + l + - + c l + 2 ， 
for j = 0, 1, . . . , k — 1, we have 
Kj+1 + . • . + � j + i � ^ i j + i + l + • . . + i^j+2 /3 4) 
4+1 + • •. + 4+1 4+1+1 + . . . + 4+2, . 
for j = 0, 1, . . . , k — 1, and hence 
%+i(4+i + . • • + 4+1) ^ ^b+i+i(<+i+i + . . . + 4+2) ~~~~~"~~^ ~^ ~^~"~"~'~~~'^ ^^ ^^ ~^^ ^^~ <^ *^~^^^~^^~~~"^^^^^~~^^^^^^~^^~~~^~~~~， 
^ij+l H 1- ^ij+i ^ij+l+l ^ f" ^ij+2 
for j = 0, 1, . . . , k — 1, i.e., 
di- < ¢ ^ + 1 , f o r j = 1， 2 , •••，k . 
Thus 
(dl dl ..., dl) e D+, 
completing the proof of (1). 
Proof of (2). It suffices to show that 
( ¾ + !' d^+2, . . . , ^%+i) ^ (^ij + l5 C .^+2, •..，C +^i)， 
I I 
for j = 0, 1, . . . , k. 
For p = 1，2，. •. ’ ij+i — ij, we have 
� + i + . • • + � + i 
4+1 + . . . + 4+1 
— [ ^ i j + l ^ij + l + ^ij+2 J^ij + 1 H h "n I 
—max \ “7y ’ “9 “ 9 ， • •., “o IT" f 
1 %+l %+l + %+2 4+1 + • • • + Cl J 
� " ' Z j + l + • • . + ^ij+P 
4+1 + . • • + ^l+P， 
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for j = 0, 1, . . . , k, i.e., 
i^ij+i+...+^ij+p) ( 4 + 1 + . . . + 4 + 1 ) — ( � + i + . . •+^b+i) ( 4 + 1 + . . . + 4 + p ) ^ 0， 
for j — 0, 1, ...，k. 
Hence 
(Z/^ l^ + . . . + Z/^#p)(4+l + . . . + C$+i) 2 � 
— (%+l + • • . + %+p) 
^ij+i H H ^^ +1 3 
= i ^ i j + i + . . . + ^b+p)(4+i + .. • + 4+i) — (^b+i + .. • + ^s+i)(4+i + .. • + cl+p) 
^ij + l + . . . + ^ij+i 
< 0，for j = 0, 1, . •., k. (3.5) 
Note that the inequality in (3.5) becomes an equality if p = ij+i — i j . Thus 
we have 
/^^,+l(4+l + -'- + 4+i) "b+i (�+l + . . . + � + i ) ^ | 2 2 � 
1 Z/^ , + l + ... + " ^ ， … ， % + l + . . . + Z/^ ^ j — ( � + l，….，�+l), 
for j = 0, 1，..., k, i.e., 
( 4 + i ' … , 4 + i ) ^ K + i ' •••' 4+1)，fo”' = o, 1 ,…， k . 
Hence 
(^ l5 <^2 5 ...,《）—（C?, C2, . . . , c )^, 
completing the proof of (2). 
Proof of (3). By substitution of [d\, dj, . . . , dl) defined in (3.3) into 
max{^ ，奢，…， }^，wehave 
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/ ^ ^ ^ 1 
m a x | ^ , 渴，。•， ^ J 
— [1^ 1 H h Uj^ "1 H h "ii i^i^+i H h i^i2 
= ^ ^ ^ l c f + .-- + 4 ' … , c H - - - + 4' U^i + --- + ^ r ‘“ 
l^n+l + h ",½ "ik+l + h "n "ik+l H h "n ] 
, c U i + --- + 4 ' … . ， 4 + i + . . . + c ^ ….，4+1 + - + 培 / 
— ["1 H h � ^ n + i + h ^i2 "“+1 H h "n \ 
二 ^ ^ ^ U f + - - - + c 2 ' Cl+i + . • . + C\ ‘ … ’ < + i + • . • + Cl J . 
By the inequality in (3.4), we have 
"1 + • • • + ^ii〉^ii+l + . • • + ^i2〉 〉^ik+l + • • . + "n (2 gx 
C? + . . . + 4 c 2 + i + - - . + 4 … 4 + i + - - - + c 2 ' • 
and hence 
1^ ^ ^ 1 
m a x | ^ ， ^ ' … - ， ^ 1 
_ "1 H f - � 
= c ? + . - . + c?i 
— f ^ "1 + "2 "1 H h Vn� 
:—=niax < ~j, ~^ ~； T, .. •, 2 I i ^ f , 
1 4 c( + 4 cf + •. • + 4 J 
completing the proof of (3). 
Finally, we need to choose an n x n orthogonal matrix Q such that X = 
PDQ' G Ho. By Theorem 1.2.2, we can find a real symmetric matrix A such 
that A has diagonal elements cf, c ,^ . . . , c^ and eigenvalues d ,^ d\, . . . , d\. By 
the spectral decomposition of A, there exists an orthogonal matrix Q such that 
Q'AQ = _D2 = diag{dl 4, ... ’ dl). 
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Let X = PDQ' where 
P = {Pi 尸2 .. • Pn) is an m x n matrix with orthonormal columns such 
that APi = ViPi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, 
D = diag{di, d2, . . . , dn\ and 
Q is an orthogonal matrix such that Q AQ = D^ . 
Clearly, X G Ho, and 
A, [{X'X)-^X'KX{X'X)-^) 
=Xn (irip'A_p_D-i) ’ 
_ / "1 "2 "n 1 
二 ^ " "R ' 1'…” ^ / 
f ^ "1 + "2 "1 H h "n \ 
~ max < "^, —Y~, 2^  •.., ~~T~, i T ( . 
1 q ci + ci 4 + • • • + ci J 
Consequently we have showed that 
J ^ "1 + "2 "1 H h Vn \ 
raax 飞， o , 2' . . . , 2 1 I T r 1 Cf c{ + c^ cf + ... + cl j 
is the greatest lower bound of A^  (^{X'X)-^X'AX{X'X)-^) for all X G Ho, or 
equivalently, 
. > (\丁 raw f ^ l " 1 + ½ " l + . . . + " n , 
mmA.(Var( /5) )=max|^, ^ , . . . , , 2 ^ . . . ^ ^ . | . 
completing Step 4. 
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Chapter 4 
An alternative method for 
computing CL vectors 
In the last chapter, a theorem which provides the solution to an ^-optimal 
design problem is given. To prove this theorem, we need to construct a vector 
(c?i, ¢^25 • •., <^ n)5 as defined in (3.3), such that the inequality in (3.1) becomes an 
equality. It is interesting to note that the vector {d\^  d ,^ . . . , c^) is the CL vector 
of ("1, "2, ...，"n) and (cf, c ,^ .. •，c^). This nice property of (¢^, d\, ...，d?^ 
provides an alternative and simpler method for computing CL vectors. 
Before we prove that the vector {d\, d ,^ . . . , dD defined in (3.3) is the CL 
vector of ("1, "2, .. •, "n) and (cJ, c ,^ . . . , c^), let's recall the definition of a CL 
vector. 
Given (ai, a2, . . . , a^), (61, 61, . • •，b )^ G D+, a vector (ti, t2, . . . , t^) is the 
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CL vector of (ai, a2, . . . , a„,) and {bi, b2, . . . , 6n) if and only if (ti, t2, . . . , tn) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) (ti, t2, . . . , tn) ^ D+ and (ti, t2, . . . , tn) >~ (¾, h , . . . , K)] 
(b) ti/a,i < ti+i/o"/+i, i = 1，2, .. •, n — 1; 
k k 
(c) if tk/ak < 4.+1/afc+1, then E U = E h. 
i=l i=l 
In §3.2, it has been shown that (df, d ,^ . . . , dD G D^ and (d;, d\, . . . , d^) >~ 
{cl, C2, . . . , c^). To prove that {d^, d ,^ ...，d^) is the CL vector of ("1, "2, ...，"n) 
and (c^, C2, . . . , c^), it remains to show that (d^, G?_, . . . , d^) satisifies the fol-
lowing conditions: 
(1) d^jvi < o^_i/z/i+i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n — 1; 
(2) if dl/uk < c^+i/"A:+i, then E d^  = E c l 
i=l i—1 
Note that 
(dJ 4 <\ 
？ 5 ‘ ‘ • 5 
V"1 Z^2 J^nj 
= f 4 + --- + ci cf + --- + 4 4 + i + - + c,2 
\l^l H h l^i^ ‘ … ’ "iH h"ii ' "ii+iH h"i2' •• 
4+1 + . •. + 4 4+1 + • • • + 4 4 + i + --- + 4 ^ 
，"ii+i H h "?:2 , . • • , "ik + l H 1" "n，. . .，"ifc+l H h UrJ . 
By the inequalities in (3.6), 
4 + • •. + 4 z 4+1 + . . . + 4 z z 4+1 + . � . + 之 
<c < • • . <. • 
1^1 H h Z^n l^n+i H h l^i^ l^i^+l H h Z^n 
and hence 
di < ^ < + i — _ < < < 4 + 1 — dl 
——.• . = — < = •.. — — <c • •. < — . • . = — . 
^1 ^ii ^n+l ^2 "ik+l ^n 
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In addition, 
'>'1+1 n+i T/. (f2 1 . . . I 2^ \ 
Y^ 2^ — [ 。 、 、 计 1 卞 tc^+iJ 
j=i|,+l ] j=il+l " 糾 + ^ ""+1 
il+1 
= Y^ c^, for 1 二 0, 1, ...，k, 
j=il + ^  
where io and ik+i are set as 0 and n, respectively. Thus {d!f, d_, • •., d^) satisifies 
conditions (1) and (2), and so {d^, d ,^ . . . , d&) is the CL vector of ("i, "2, .. •, "n) 
and (c^, C2, ...，c^ )-
From the way ( d f ,趙 , . . . , c ^ ) is defined in (3.3), we have a new idea for com-
puting CL vectors. Given two vectors (ai, a2, ...，a^), (61, b2, . . . , bn) G D^, 
we can find the CL vector (ti, t2, . . . , t^) of (ai, a2, . . . , a^) and (61, 62, . . . , n^) 
by the following steps: 
Step 1. Set j = 1 and io = 0. 
Step 2. Find the largest integer ij such that 
0'ij-i + l + • . • + Cjjj 
^;,_i+i H h hi-
0"L_1 + 1 a-L_i + l + O^ 'L_1+2 fl^i,_i+l + • • • + Qm 1 
= m a x < ^ ^ — —， ^ - ^ , ..., ~^ — > , 
、 % _ i + l % _ 1 + 1 + % _ i + 2 % _ 1 + 1 H H On J 
and let 
a;(^ _i+i H h hi ) • . . 
ti = —, ior 1 = ij_i + 1, Zj-i + 2, . . . , ij. 
a-i^ _i+i + • •. + a'ij 
Step 3. If ij < n, increase j by 1 and go to Step 2. 
Step 4' Clearly the vector (ti, t2, .••， tn) is the required CL vector of 
(tti，tt2, . . . , an) and (¾, 62, .••，K)-
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Remark. 
(a) If ^ > ^ > •. • > ’，then (ti, t2, . . . , t^) = (¾, ^ , . . •, M . 
"1 O2 ^n 
(b) I f 繁 中 … 作 兄 ― 
( �— [ f l l (^l + --- + &n) CL2{bi + --- + bn) 〜乂、+ ——h^n)A 
(^ 1? 2^, . . • , tn) — ； ； , ； ； , • . . , ； ； I . 
V o,i H h o,n ai H h CLn o,i H h an J 
Consider the example given in Li and Chan (1989): 
Let (ai, a2, a3, 04, a5, tt6) = (1, 3, 5, 5, 6, 9) and (¾, 62, b3, 64, 6 5 , 6 5 ) = 
(2, 3, 3, 4，8，9). Their CL vector can be constructed in two steps: 
, � /ai Og + a2 0'i H h a& \ 
� m a x ^ f V ^ ' . . . ’ 61 + --- + ¾ / 
— / 1 1 9 U ^ ^ 
= m a x i i - , -, — ， 一 ， - ^ 
_ 14 _ ai + tt2 + a3 + a4 
— I 2 — 6 1 + b 2 + 6 3 + h . 
Thus we have ii = 4 and hence 
—1(2 + 3 + 3 + 4) 6 _ 3(2 + 3 + 3 + 4) — 18 
力1 二 1 + 3 + 5 + 5 = 7' 2 = 1 + 3 + 5 + 5 二 Y ' 
5(2 + 3 + 3 + 4) _ 30 _ 5(2 + 3 + 3 + 4) _ 30 
,3 = 1 + 3 + 5 + 5 二 Y ' 4 = 1 + 3 + 5 + 5 = Y " 
, � � r «5 «5 + «6 1 /6 15\ 
(2) max <^  —, — \ = max \ - , — > 
� ) Us h + h J 18， 17/ 
— 1 5 — a5 + aQ 
— r 7 65 + h ‘ 
Thus we have i2 — 6 and hence 
—6(8 + 9) _ 34 ^ _ 9(8 + 9) _ 51 
力5 = T T ^ = y 6 = - Q ^ = y 
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Since i2 = 6 = n, we can stop and get the required CL vector 
_ / 6 18 30 30 34 51\ 
{ti,力2, h,力4, hi h) = ;;, "7T, V ? V 丁， T ., 
V7 7 7 7 5 5 ) 





In this thesis, we consider D- and E-optimal regression design problems. For 
the linear regression model 
y^xp^e, 
as defined in (1.1), the simple least square estimate of j3 has as in (1.3) a covariance 
matrix given by 
Var(/5) = {X'X)-^X'kX[X'X)-K 
The experimental region H is the set of all m x n matrices of rank n whose zth 
column has a Euclidean norm not exceeding Q, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. In Chapter 1, a 
simple review of the A-optimal design problem in which the trace of the matrix 
A 
Yai{|3) is minimized with respect to X in H is given. 
In Chapter 2, the D-optimal design problem of minimizing the determinant 
of-Var(/5) with respect to X in H is given and a theorem which contributes a 
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solution to this problem is provided. The theorem states that 
• J xAr /n\\ 1^^ 2 . • • "n 
mmdet(Var(^)) = ^ ^ ^ ^ 
and the mimimun is attained if X = PC where P is an m x n matrix with n or-
thonormal columns which are the eigenvectors of A corresponding to "i, "2,. •., "n 
and C = dio,g{ci, C2, .. •, c„). The matrix X = PC is a D-optimal design matrix. 
In Chapter 3, the £^-optimal design problem of minimizing the largest eigen-
A 
value of Var(/?) with respect to X in H is considered and a solution to the problem 
states that 
• X m fpw J"i 1^ + 2^ "1 + . • • + Vn \ mmA.(Var( /3 ) )=max|^, ^ ^ , … . ， 匚 〜 . 卞 丄 
The minimum is attained if X = PDQ' where P = {Pi P2 • • • Pn) is an m x n 
matrix with orthonormal columns such that kPi = i^iPi, i = 1, • •.，n, D = 
diag{di, c^ ,…，d^) where dl, d\, . . . , d^ are defined as in (3.3), and Q is 
an orthogonal matrix such that Q AQ = D^ where A is a matrix with diagonal 
elements c ,^ cg, . . . ’ c^ and eigenvalues dj, d^, . •.，c^. The matrix X = PDQ' 
is an E^-optimal design matrix. It is interesting to note that if A = /饥，i.e. 
( " 1， " 2 , . •., "m) 二 (1, 1, . •., 1), the D-optimal design matrix equals the E-
optimal design matrix because the CL vector of (1, 1, •..，1) and (c^, c_, .. •, c^) 
is (cf, c§, . . . , cl) by the Remark (b) in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 4, an alternative method for computing CL vectors is given. This 
method is simpler and more efficient than the method given in Li and Chan (1989) 
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as shown in the example there. 
In this thesis, we consider only the simple least squares estimator of f3. We 
may also consider the generalized least squares estimator of P： 
p = {X'A-'X)-'X'A-'y, 
whose covariance matrix is given by 
Var(^) = {X 'A-^X) -\ 
In order to convert the corresponding D- and 丑-optimal design problems into 
recognizable forms, the experimental region should be changed to H', which is 
the set of all m x n full rank matrices X = {Xi X2 . • • Xn) with X'-A~^Xi < 
c〒，i = 1, 2, . . . , n ( see Rao (1972, p.236)). If we make the transformation 
Z = A_i/2x and z = A_V2^ 
then 
P = {^Z)Z'z, 
and 
VarG^ = {z'zy^. 
This is equivalent to the case of the simple least squares estimator with A = /爪. 
Therefore we may use the results in Chapter 2 and 3 to deal with the case of the 
generalized least squares estimator. 
38 
Finally, we may consider optimal design problems with other optimality cri-
teria, for example, the G-optimal criterion. Let C C 5T be a given region. For 
any c E C, the variance of the simple least squares estimator of c'P is given by 
c' [{X'X)-'X'AX{X'X)-') c. 
The G-optimal criterion is to choose a matrix X in H such that 
maxc [{X'X)-^X'KX{X'X)-^) c 
is minimal. It should be noted that the ^-optimal criterion is a special case of 
the G-optimal criterion with C = |c G 况几:cc = l| . 
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